Using recently developed sensor technology, the long-term goals are to understand how pressure and particle velocity interact and propagate in the ocean waveguide, and to develop ideas for future naval systems that benefit from this technology.
. Modeling z-component or vertical particle velocity (top row) and rcomponent or horizontal particle velocity (bottom row) using normal modes (left column) and Gaussian beams (right column). The Bellhop model was modified to incorporate particle velocity. Using normal modes, analytical expressions for the partial derivatives of the modal expansion for the pressure were derived in terms of the depth derivatives of the mode shapes, in addition to the mode shapes and wavenumbers used for calculating the pressure alone. The depth derivatives of the modes were numerically approximated by finite differences. . Simulated MFP result, using Gaussian beams to produce "data", and normal modes for "replica". This is a test of consistency between the two models. All three components were matched, pressure, vertical particle velocity and horizontal particle velocity.
Makai experiment: using NSWC-Carderock 5-element vector sensor array (TV0001-series elements)
In The acomms band is well above the design frequency of the array, so it is not clear what will come of the acomms packets, but these deployments contain other interesting data. For example, there are many dolphin whistles during the 9/23 deployment, so we plan to test whether the vector sensor array can be used to null out the ship from which the array is deployed, while simultaneously tracking these dolphin sources of opportunity.
The Field-calibration experiment provided probably the most promising data for testing source tracking (in low and mid frequency bands) and acomms spatial processing (mid band packets were transmitted). This deployment also included a 24-element hydrophone array, enabling comparisons between the 5-element vector sensor array and a comparable hydrophone array. Figure 1 shows the configuration and measured impulse response during this deployment. 
Using vector sensor arrays for ambient noise imaging -small, sparse or towed configurations
Working with Martin Siderius, using a combination of simulated and real data from the Makai experiment, demonstrated how vector sensor arrays can be used in a towed array configuration to exploit ambient noise for imaging the layer structure in the bottom. 
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ISSUES
Prior to the Makai experiment, the vector sensor array was calibrated at SPAWAR's TRANSDEC test facility in San Diego. However, upon unpacking the array, we found that the foam sleeve in which the sensors were embedded was saturated with air bubbles. The array was suspended vertically in the tank overnight, in the hope that the bubbles would migrate to the top of the array, but the measurements made on the second day remain suspect. The array was shipped to Wilcoxon in the time remaining before the Makai experiment, where it was re-pressurized and refilled with ISOPAR. It is not yet clear how this refurbishing impacted the array calibration.
RESULTS
Numerical acoustic propagation models based on normal modes and Gaussian beams were extended to handle particle velocity sensors. In particular, I developed a post-processor for Michael Porter's Kraken normal mode model (that calculated particle velocity) and Michael Porter (ONR's High Frequency Initiative) modified his Bellhop Gaussian beam model to calculate particle velocity. I did some preliminary benchmarking of these extensions, Modeling and work with my experimental data confirm that:
• Vector sensor arrays remove ambiguities in "degenerate" array configurations (e.g. left-right ambiguity of line arrays and planar arrays)
• Vector sensor arrays remain effective in sparse or compact configurations I worked with Martin Siderius to explore how vector sensors could be used to directly measure the ocean bottom sediment layers using surface ambient noise as a probe source. In this application, an array of pressure sensors must be deployed vertically in a stationary or slowly drifting posture. We have shown in simulation that a vector sensor array may be able to do the same job in a towed array configuration, thus enabling the bottom to be mapped while the platform I underway. We are hoping to demonstrate this experimentally in the near future.
Gerald D'Spain and I organized a special session on vector sensor modeling and processing at the 152nd Acoustical Society of America in Providence, Rhode Island, in June 2006.
IMPACT/APPLICATIONS
Vector sensors provide greater flexibility (than pressure sensors alone) in designing array configurations for a variety of US Navy applications, including source tracking, environmental measurements and communications. In particular, their ability to provide performance in compact and degenerate configurations (i.e. in linear or planar arrays), may make them especially well-suited to be deployed from robotic vehicles like AUVs and gliders.
RELATED PROJECTS
My work on vector sensors is connected to other programs, such as PLUSNet (we are planning to use some of the vector sensor array data recorded during the MB06 experiment to test the algorithms being developed in this project), ONR's High Frequency Initiative (I have been working with Michael B.
Porter to modify existing propagation models to make predictions for vector sensors), and an ONR program on geoacoustic inversion (I have been working with Martin Siderius on using ambient noise to image the ocean bottom).
In the following year, I will be working on underwater acoustic communications using MIMO configurations (in an ONR-funded Phase II STTR program with Prof. Tolga Duman of Arizona State University and Geoff Edelson of BAE Systems) and also ONR's SignalEx program, at which time I hope to explore potential benefits of using vector sensors in communications receivers.
